
Supplementary Information 
 
In the Supplementary Information, we shall illustrate data analysis using a step-by-
step procedure below: 
 
Step1. Obtain the Top10 features using 375 samples with all features:  
 
Supplementary Figure 1: Top ten key clinical features that are ranked according to its 
importance in the XGBoost algorithm.  
 

 
XGBoost Trees with 375 samples (all features): 

XGBoost is trained with the parameters setting as the max depth with 4, the learning 
rate is equal 0.2, the tress number of estimators is set to 150, the value of the regularization 
parameter α is set to 1, the ‘subsample’ and ‘colsample_bytree’ both are set to 0.9 to 
prevent overfitting when there are many features and the sample size is not large. 
 
 
Step 2. Reduce the number of features used: 
 
Supplementary Algorithm 1:  

Algorithm 1 Feature selection 
Input: The training set of {𝑋$%&'( ∈ 𝑅(+×-, 𝑌$%&'( ∈ [0,1]4+}	, the validation set of 

{𝑋7&8'9&$':( ∈ 𝑅(;×-, 𝑌7&8'9&$':( ∈ [0,1]4;} ,where 𝑛= and	𝑛> are the number of samples 
in the training set and validation set, respectively , m is the number of features, and 
𝑌$%&'( , 𝑌7&8'9&$':(	are the true labels of the training set and validation set samples, 
respectively . The all features name list 𝐹&88 with is sort by the importance of XGBoost 
model. 

Output: The selected features name list 𝐹@A8AB$A9C8&@$. 
Step 1 Initialization 

1) 	i	 = 0, 𝐹1@B:%AC8&@$ = 0,	𝐹@A8AB$A9 = [], 	𝐹@A8AB$A9C8&@$  = [], threshold = 0. 
Step 2 Feature selection 



Algorithm 1 Feature selection 
2) 	𝐹@A8AB$A9C8&@$ ← 	 	𝐹@A8AB$A9 
3) 	Add element 𝐹GHH[i] to 𝐹@A8AB$A9 
4) 𝑋$%&'(C@A8AB$A9 is the matrix formed by the corresponding columns of 𝐹@A8AB$A9 in 
𝑋$%&'(. 

5) 𝑋7&8'9&$':(C@A8AB$A9 is the matrix formed by the corresponding columns of 𝐹@A8AB$A9 
in 𝑋7&8'9&$':(. 

Step 3 Training and Prediction 
6) Fit the {𝑋$%&'(C@A8AB$A9, 𝑌$%&'(} with XGBoost and get the 𝑓∗(𝑥)  
7) Predict the 𝑌N7&8'9&$':( ← 𝑓∗(𝑋7&8'9&$':(C@A8AB$A9), where  𝑌N7&8'9&$':( is the predicted 

labels of validation set samples. 
Step 4 Calculating the f1-scores and judgments 

8) 𝐹1@B:%A ← 𝐹1@B:%A(𝑌7&8'9&$':(, 𝑌N7&8'9&$':() 
9) If (𝐹1@B:%A − 𝐹1@B:%AC8&@$) 	< 	threshold 
10)         Then  𝐹1@B:%ACYA@$ = 𝐹1@B:%AC8&@$ and return	𝐹@A8AB$A9C8&@$ 
11)  Else 𝑖	 ← 	𝑖	 + 1 and return to Step 2 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 2: Illustration of F1 scores using Supplementary Algorithm 1.  
 

 
XGBoost Trees with 375 samples (Top-features): 

XGBoost is trained with the parameters setting as the max depth with 4, the learning 
rate is equal 0.2, the value of the regularization parameter α is set to 1. 
 
 
Step 3. The results on the Multi-tree XGBoost with Top3 features selected in Step 2 
(375 samples).  
 
Supplementary Figure 3: Confusion matrix for the testing dataset using multi-tree 
XGBoost algorithm.    
 



 
 
Supplementary Table 1. Performance of the Multi-tree XGBoost algorithm on training 
dataset. 

 Precision Recall F1-score Support 
Survival 1.00 0.95 0.98 145 
Death 0.94 1.00 0.97 117 
accuracy     0.97 262 
macro avg 0.97 0.98 0.97 262 
weighted avg 0.97 0.97 0.97 262 

 
Supplementary Table 2：Performance of the Multi-tree XGBoost algorithm on 

validation dataset.  

 Precision Recall F1-score Support 
Survival 0.96 0.95 0.95 56 
Death 0.95 0.96 0.96 57 
accuracy     0.96 113 
macro avg 0.96 0.96 0.96 113 
weighted avg 0.96 0.96 0.96 113 

 
 
Step 4. Reduce number of tree to 1, which leads to Single-tree XGBoost (Because 
the samples are missing in some features, there are 24 samples with at least one 
feature missing in Top3 features. In order to obtain a better decision tree rule, we 
deleted these samples in the one-tree, so we get the 351 patient-samples.) 
 



XGBoost one-tree with 351 samples (Top3 features): 
XGBoost is trained with the parameter setting as the tress number of estimators is 

set to 1, the values of the two regularization parameters α and β are both set to 0, the 
subsample and max features both are set to 1. 
 
Supplementary Figure 4: Confusion matrix for the testing dataset using Single-tree 
XGBoost algorithm.    
 

 
 
Supplementary Table 3. Performance of the proposed algorithm on training dataset 
for Single-tree XGBoost. 

 Precision Recall F1-score Support 
Survival 1.00 0.98 0.99 135 

Death 0.97 1.00 0.99 110 
accuracy   0.99 245 

macro avg 0.99 0.99 0.99 245 
weighted avg 0.99 0.99 0.99 245 

 
Supplementary Table 4：Performance of the proposed algorithm on validation 

dataset for Single-tree XGBoost.  
 Precision Recall F1-score Support 
Survival 0.95 0.96 0.96 57 
Death 0.96 0.94 0.95 49 

accuracy   0.95 106 
macro avg 0.95 0.95 0.95 106 



weighted avg 0.95 0.95 0.95 106 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 5: Single-tree structure: 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 6: Visualization of data over three selected features. 
 

 



 
 


